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NOMENCLATURE

Cf
d
H

M

M

n

P

q
Re

Reo

T

U

U_

X

Z

Y
8

5"local skin-friction coefficient, Z/qe
Preston-tube diameter

boundary-layer shape factor, _5"/0
Mach number

molecular weight 0

boundary-layer velocity profile

exponent

pressure v

dynamic pressure, (l/2)pu 2 p
unit Reynolds number

13

Reynolds number based on momentum
thickness

temperature

velocity "c
shear velocity, (tw/Pw) 1/2

streamwise distance from combustor Subscripts
exit station; positive downstream 0
(fig. 3(c))

spanwise distance; positive right when 2
facing in positive x direction,

origin at center of combustor exit
e

station at inner surface of cowl (fig. j
3(c)) n

vertical distance normal to x-y plane; p
positive downward (fig. 3(c)) s

angle of attack

yaw-plane flow inclination angle; t

positive right when facing in w
positive x direction

oo

ratio of specific heats
boundary-layer thickness

boundary-layer displacement thickness,

_* = f_[1 - (Pu/PeUe)_lz

boundary-layer momentum thickness,
r 6

0 = J[(pu/PeUe)(l - u / Ue)]dz
v

kinematic viscosity

density

local pitch-plane flow angle measured

in jet-plume x-z coordinate system;
zero is parallel to the x axis;

positive is downward deflection
shear stress

refers to thermocouple probe corrected

junction temperature
conditions downstream of a normal

shock wave

conditions at edge of boundary layer
jet flow conditions

nozzle coordinates (fig. 4 !)

nozzle profile coordinates (fig. 41)

refers to thermocouple probe support

junction temperature
total conditions

conditions at the wall

free-stream conditions





EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR A HYPERSONIC

NOZZLE/AFTERBODY FLOW FIELD

Frank W. Spaid,* Earl R. Keener, t and Frank C. L. Hui
Ames Research Center

SUMMARY

This study was conducted to experimentally
characterize the flow field created by the interaction of a

single-expansion-ramp-nozzle (SERN) flow with a hyper-

sonic external stream. Data were obtained from a generic

nozzle/afterbody model in the 3.5-Foot Hypersonic

Wind Tunnel at the NASA Ames Research Center, in a

cooperative experimental program !nvolving Ames and
the McDonnell Douglas Aerospace. The model design

and test planning were performed in close cooperation

with members of the Ames computational fluid dynamics

(CFD) team for the National Aero-Space Plane (NASP)

program. This paper presents experimental results con-

sisting of oil-flow and shadowgraph flow-visualization

photographs, afterbody surface-pressure distributions,

rake boundary-layer measurements, Preston-tube skin-

friction measurements, and flow field surveys with five-

hole and thermocouple probes. The probe data consist of

impact pressure, flow direction, and total temperature

profiles in the interaction flow field.

I. INTRODUCTION

The National Aero-Space Plane (NASP) will rely on

an airbreathing propulsion system during a major portion
of its mission. This propulsion system will be based on

scramjet engine technology. To contribute to the NASP
research effort, the NASA Ames Research Center has

undertaken a comprehensive experimental and computa-

tional investigation of selected generic components of the

NASP configuration. An important aspect of the NASP

technology development is the propulsion-system/

airframe integration. Accordingly, the Ames 3.5-Foot

Hypersonic Wind Tunnel was used to conduct a series of

tests on a generic nozzle/afterbody configuration.
Many difficulties associated with the development

of a hypersonic vehicle arise from the fact that major

portions of the flight environment cannot be simulated by

existing ground-test facilities. Therefore, numerical

*McDonnell Douglas Corporation, St. Louis, Missouri.
tEIoret Institute, Palo Alto, California.

simulations of aerodynamic and propulsion flow fields

obtained from computational fluid dynamics (CFD) codes

will be used extensively to complement data obtained
from experimental facilities. Confidence in predictions

of the codes can be developed only by making detailed

computational/experimental comparisons at conditions for

which experimental data are available. The data sets used

for these comparisons should represent the best that are

available from existing experimental facilities with

respect to accuracy, level of detail, and simulation of the

flight environment. Predictions of the validated codes

should then provide the most reliable estimates of the

increments in performance or design parameters associ-
ated with the differences between the available test

conditions and the flight environment. The purpose of this

experiment is to experimentally characterize the flow

field created by the interaction of the plume from a

single-expansion-ramp nozzle (SERN) with a hypersonic

external flow in sufficient detail to be adequate for CFD
code validation.

A review of CFD validations experiments for

hypersonic flows was presented by Marvin (ref. 1), in

which both building-block and benchmark experiments

are listed. The present experiment is listed as a recom-

mended nozzle benchmark validation experiment in
reference 1. The test-section environment available in the

3.5-Foot Hypersonic Wind Tunnel is air with nearly
perfect-gas properties. (Data including effects of gas

chemistry will be obtained from experiments in impulse

facilities, in which flight enthalpy levels can be

approached or duplicated.) The Mach number range of

5 to 10 covers a large part of the hypersonic flight regime.

The large test section allows testing of a relatively large

model that can be adequately instrumented. The two-

minute (typical) run time and large model size allow

detailed surveys of the jet/external flow interaction
region. The combination of model scale and unit

Reynolds number results in turbulent-boundary-layer

flow on the model for a major portion of the operating

envelope. A model was designed that would be acceptable

for CFD code validation and hypersonic experimental

research. All aspects of the test were planned with a view

toward facilitating comparisons of the data with CFD

predictions. The attempt to satisfy the requirements



foraCFDvalidationexperimentin thedesignofthe
modelforthisprojecthasshownthatthepractical
requirementsofwind-tunnelmodeltesting,suchasfinite-
thicknessleadingandtrailingedges,canaddcomplexity
totheCFDeffortbyintroducingextraneouseffectsinto
theexperimentalflowfieldandbyrequiringmodelingof
regionsoftheflowfieldthatarenotrelatedtotheoriginal
objectives.Thisaddedcomplexitymaydegradethe
overallaccuracyofcertaincomputedsolutions.Mini-
mizingtheseundesirablefeaturesrequiredclose
collaborationwiththoseworkingontheCFDcode
development.

Inthedesignof thisexperiment,significant
departuresfromsimulationof theflowfieldassociated
withaflightvehicleweremade.First,thegeometrywas
highlysimplified,andsecond,thetestgaswascoldair.A
morecompletediscussionofsimulationrequirementsis
giveninappendixA.Thesimplifiedmodelgeometry
facilitatedCFDcomputationofthemodelflowfieldand
providedtheaddedbenefitsof facilitatingtheflow-field
surveysandreducingmodelcost.Becausethejetgaswas
coldair,thejet temperatureandvelocitywerelowandthe
densitywashighrelativetoflightsimulationrequire-
ments.Thejetspecific-heatratiowas1.4,whichishigher
thantherangeofvaluesexpectedin flight.Important
aspectsofjet-plume/external-flowinteractionswere
presentinthisexperiment.Departuresfromsimulation
requirementsfortheflightenvironmentwerenecessitated
bythenatureofthefacilityandbytheavailable
resources,andwerejustifiedbecausetheprimarytest
objectivewastoobtaindataforCFDcodevalidation.

Thisreportpresentsexperimentalresultsconsisting
ofoil-flowandshadowgraphflow-visualizationphoto-
graphs,afterbodysurface-pressuredistributions,rake
boundary-layermeasurements,Preston-tubeskin-friction
measurements,andflow-fieldsurveyswithfive-holeand
thermocoupleprobes.Theprobedataconsistofimpact-
pressure,flow-direction,andtotal-temperatureprofiles
intheinteractionflowfield.Portionsofthesedataand
comparisonsofexperimentalresultswithresultsofCFD
computationshavebeenpreviouslyreported(refs.2-5),

Thisinvestigationispartofacooperativeprogram
betweenMcDonnellDouglasCorporation(M'DC)and
Ames Research Center, and was supported in part by the
McDonnell Douglas Independent Research and

Development Program.

The test was proposed by Gary Chapman, formerly at
NASA Ames Research Center, now at the University of

California, Berkeley. The work was supported in part by a

grant from NASA to Eloret Institute. Our thanks also to
Bill Lockman, Burt Uebelhoer, Mike Frediani, and

Mike Reeves.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Facility

The Ames 3.5-Foot Hypersonic Wind Tunnel is a
closed-circuit, blow-down wind tunnel that has inter-

changeable, contoured, axisymmetric nozzles. Nozzles
for test-section Mach numbers of 5.3, 7.3, and 10.3 are

available. The test gas is air, which is heated by a storage

heater containing aluminum oxide pebbles. Usable test
time depends on test conditions, and varies from 0.5 to

4 min. The test section consists of an open jet enclosed by

a chamber 3.7 m in diameter by 12 m in length, arranged
transversely to the flow direction, which contains the

model support system and instrumentation. The available

ranges of total pressure and total temperature are 690 to

12,400 kPa and 667 to 1390 K, respectively, although the
usable ranges depend on the Mach number. To achieve

high Reynolds numbers, the tunnel is operated at the

minimum total temperature that will prevent liquefaction
of the test-section flow.

The Hypersonic SERN Model

External design- The development of the concept
for the generic SERN model is shown in figures 1 and 2.

Figure 1 identifies the engine-airframe integration design

criteria for hypersonic flight. Figure 2 is a sketch illus-

trating the nozzle model approach. The portion of the

NASP vehicle modeled in this study is circled (the

nozzle/afterbody region). The objective was to provide

a wind tunnel model that would create a large-scale,

nozzle-jet-plume flow over a representative afterbody.

The design procedure was an iterative process
involving the overall model size, nozzle size, combustor

station height and width (a representative internal nozzle

station), nozzle throat height, cowl exit height and width,

and afterbody ramp size. CFD computations played a

major role in the model design process (see Ruffin et al.,
ref. 2).

The primary features of the model are shown in the

schematic diagrams of figure 3 and the photographs of

figure 4. The model was designed to be the maximum

size that can be accommodated by the facility at

M = 10.3. The large scale facilitates high-resolution

experimental measurements, and promotes turbulent-

boundary-layer flow on the model. Except for the cowl,

the side view of the model is a parallelogram. The fore-
body is a wedge whose upper surface is a flat plate with a

nominally sharp leading edge (0.12-mm thickness). This

relatively short fiat-plate configuration was chosen with

the intent of providing a nearly uniform external flow



abovethecowl,withathinturbulentboundarylayerat
thecowltrailingedge.A thinboundarylayeratthecowl
trailingedge,relativetoacharacteristicverticaldimen-
sionsuchasthecombustorexitheight,isrepresentative
ofarealisticconfigurationinwhichthecowllengthis
smallwithrespecttothevehiclelength.The20-deg
includedangleof theleadingedgewaschosenasa
compromiseinordertominimizebothtunnel-flow
blockageandforebodylength.A setofremovable
boundary-layertripsisprovidedfortheforebodyupper
surfaceatashortdistancedownstreamoftheleading
edge.Thedesignandlocationofthetripsarebasedon
experimentaldatareportedbyHopkinsetal.(ref.6)and
KeenerandHopkins(ref.7).Themodelleadingedgeis
madeofInvartoavoidwarpingcausedbythermalstress.
Mostoftheremainingmodelpartsaremadeof17-4PH
stainlesssteel.Themodelissupportedfrombelowona
sweptstrutwithawedge-shapedleadingedge.

Internaldesign-Air issuppliedtoalow-velocity
plenumthroughasupplypipeinthemodelsupportstrut.
Aperforatedplateis locatedattheentranceofthesupply
pipetotheplenum(seefigs.3(a),3(b),and4(b)).The
perforatedplatelowersthepressureinthesupplypipeby
76percentthrough128square-edgedorifices.Two
screenslocatedintheplenumweredesignedusingwind
tunnelflow-screentechnologytosmooththeflowfrom
theperforatedplatewithnegligiblelossintotalhead.The
internalsurfaceof thecowlisfiat,andinterchangeable
nozzleblockscanbemountedinthemodelbetweenthe
plenumandtheinstrumentedramp(asinglenozzleblock
wasusedinthisexperiment).Theinternalnozzleexit
wasintendedtosimulateacombustorexitstation(see
fig.3(c)).Theheightofthecombustorexitstation,
2.03cm,wasacompromisedictatedinpartbythe
constructiontolerancesofthethroatheight.Thecom-
bustor-stationheightwaschosentobelargeenoughso
thatreasonableresolutionoftheflowatthisstationcould
beachievedbyprobesurveys,andsmallenoughto
provideamoderatelyhighaspectratioatthecombustor
exitstation.

Thenozzlesweredesignedbythemethodof
characteristics,withaboundarylayercorrection,to
provideuniformflowatthecombustorexitstationexcept
forthewallboundarylayers.Forthistest,thenozzlewas
designedforacombustor-exitMachnumberof 1.75,
whichisintendedtoberepresentativeofscramjetopera-
tionatthewindtunnelfree-streamMachnumberof7.3.
Pitot-pressuresurveysweremadeatthecombustorexit
toassurethattheflowwasuniformatthisstation.Addi-
tionaldetailsconcerningtheinternalnozzledesignare
presentedinappendixB.

Thecowlandramparedefinedasstartingwherethe
combustorsectionends.Anarbitrarycowllengthof
10.16cmandarampangleof20degwerechosenasa

representativeconfiguration(fig.3(c)).A radiusof
7.62cmwaschosenasatransitionfromthecombustor
exitstationtotheramptopreventboundarylayer
separation.A ramplengthof6!.0cmwaschosen,using
two-dimensional(2-D)CFDcomputationsasaguide,
whichindicatedthatfree-streamstaticpressurewouldbe
reachedintheplumeatthisstreamwisedistance.

Alternative configurations- Various alternative

configurations of the model were designed but were not

constructed because of budgetary constraints (figs. 3(d)

and 3(e)). These included side extensions, side fences to

simulate 2D flow, two internal splitter plates to divide the

nozzle into three "engine-like" compartments, a heat-

transfer ramp, and hydrogen-gas generators to create a hot

jet for heat-transfer measurements. A number of varia-

tions on the basic model configuration were considered

because of the desire to obtain data corresponding to both
2-D and 3-D flows, and because the external flow along

the sides and below the lower surface of the body alone

would not be representative of the flow about a more

realistic configuration, which would be considerably

more slender. The configuration labeled "side extensions"

in figure 3(d) was originally chosen as the baseline

configuration, in an attempt to minimize the influence

of the lower-surface forebody flow on the jet-plume/

external-flow interaction. In this configuration, the sides

of the ramp were extended along the sides of the cowl and

blended into the forebody upper surface through a 20-deg

arc. A variation of this configuration, labeled "semispan

model," was designed to allow a larger side extension,

within the tunnel blockage restrictions. A CFD

computation of the flow about the configuration with

symmetrical side extensions by Ruffin et al. (ref. 3)
showed that the side extensions led to large vortical

structures above the ramp on either side of the jet plume.
Observation of these vortical structures in the CFD

simulation led to the selection of the "body alone"

configuration as the baseline.

Instrumentation and Measurements

The jet total pressure and temperature were measured

with two pitot tubes and a thermocouple in the plenum
chamber downstream of the screens. The jet mass-flow
rate was measured with an ASME orifice meter in the air

supply pipe upstream of the model.
Two interchangeable ramp plates were tested

downstream of the combustor exit station. A noninstru-

merited ramp plate was used for oil-flow visualization

photographs. A second ramp plate was extensively

instrumented with static-pressure orifices. Locations of

the static-pressure orifices on the ramp and on the

forebody of the model are shown in a plan view in



figure5.Thereare120static-pressureorificesonthe
ramp,forebody,andsidesofthemodel.Thepressuresare
measuredbyarraysofelecti'onicallyscanned,solid-state
transducers installed within the model (fig. 6). Shadow-

graph photographs were obtained with both ramps.

During the initial phase of the test program, it was

desired to make preliminary measurements of the

boundary layers on the forebody and the ramp. Therefore,

three small, fixed pitot rakes were located as shown in

figure 5--one on the forebody ahead of the plenum

section and two on the ramp. A sketch of a typical rake

is shown in figure 7, and the probe locations are listed.

These rakes are similar to those used successfully in flat-

plate boundary-layer studies to obtain velocity, displace-

ment, and momentum thicknesses, to obtain the velocity

power law, and to obtain skin friction from Clauser law-

of-the-wall plots (ref. 8). Rakes 1 and 2 have probes made
from 0.05 l-cm-diameter tubes soldered into 0.076-cm-

diameter tubes, and have circular tips. The rakes are

clusters of eight pitot probes distributed across the esti-

mated boundary-layer thickness (about 0.75 cm for rakes

1 and 2 and 1.2 cm for rake 3) and one probe at 2.5 cm,

well outside the boundary layer. The forward ramp rake is

located about 10 cm behind the cowl, where a spanwise

row of static-pressure orifices is also located. The rake is

located outboard of a removable instrumented plug.

Skin friction was measured indirectly using Preston

tubes, which are circular pitot tubes that are placed on
the surface in a turbulent boundary layer. Preston-tube

calibrations for supersonic and hypersonic flows are

presented in references 9 and 10. The calibration relates

the pitot-tube pressure, diameter, and surface static

pressure to surface shear stress through the law of the
wall. The calibration correlates compressible measure-

ments with the incompressible calibration through

compressibility factors. The tube diameters selected were

0.157, 0.239, and 0.318 cm, centered at y = 2.38 cm, and

spaced 0.064 cm apart. The diameters were selected and

the data reduced according to the recommendations of

Hopkins and Keener (ref. 9). The reason for using three

tubes is to ensure that the range of the calibration is
covered. The calculated skin friction from all of the tubes

should be the same, if none of the tubes is too small or too

large. Skin friction was also measured directly on the

ramp at two stations, with floating-element balances used

in previous studies (refs. 6, 7, 9, and 10); however, it was
found that the results were not usable because of uncor-

rectable effects of the strong pressure gradient.

Sketches and photographs of the five-hole and

thermocouple probes used with the jet-plume traversing

unit are shown in figure 8. The labeling convention used

for the five-hole-probe orifices is included in figure 8(a),
and will be referred to in the section on data reduction.

The designations L and R for the left and right tubes

assume a view from above the probe, facing upstream.

Two sizes of five-hole probes were built: 0.32 cm and

0.17 cm in diameter. The larger size was used, primarily

because the computed response time of the larger probe

and its connecting tubing was significantly shorter than

that of the smaller probe. The larger size was considered

to be acceptably small in comparison with the scale of

the jet. The thermocouple probe is a type described by

Kussoy et al. (ref. 11), and is sketched in figure 8(d). The

Chromel-Alumel probe is a three-support unit with two

junctions, as shown. The sensor junction is located at the

center of the horizontal wire, and the other junction is

located at the tip of one support. The probes are shown in

figure 9 installed in a probe holder. During a survey, the
probe tips were positioned at the same x and z locations,

but the probe holder positioned the thermocouple probe
3.2 cm outboard of the five-hole probe.

The two-degree-of-freedom probe-traversing
mechanism used for the probe surveys is shown in

figure 10. The traversing unit is mounted above the model

ramp. The probe holder is mounted on a horizontal
circular tube which is attached to an air-cooled strut that

has a wedge-shaped leading edge. The lower part of the

strut that is immersed in the tunnel flow is swept. The

upper part of the strut attaches to a positioning table that

is remotely driven vertically by a motor-encoder

assembly. The vertical positioning table is mounted, in

turn, on a horizontal positioning table that is remotely

driven in the cross-stream (y) direction. The mechanism

is assembled within a rigid box structure; the horizontal

positioning table is bolted to members that form the lower

side edges of the box. Streamwise movement is accom-

plished by unbolting and reattaching the positioning-table

assembly at the desired location between runs.

Tunnel Installation

Installation of the model and traversing unit in the

tunnel test section is shown in figures 11-13. Figure 12

shows photographs of the model-alone installation,

and figure ! 3 shows photographs of the model and

traversing unit.

In figure t I, the two arms of the model-insertion

mechanism are shown connected by a C-shaped structure

(C-strut). The model support strut is attached to the lower
arm of the insertion mechanism, and the traversing unit is

attached to the C-strut near the upper arm. The entire

apparatus can be pitched to change the angle of attack

of the model. The degree to which this apparatus fills
the 3.7-m-diameter test cabin is shown in the inset in

figure 11. Before a run, the entire apparatus is retracted

from the free-jet test section. After the flow is established,

the model (in this case including the traversing unit) is

4



inserted.Themodelisretractedbeforetunnelshut-down.
Althoughthestructurethatcontainsthepositioningtables
andthemotor-encoderassembliesislocatedabovethe
test-sectionjetduringarun,it isexposedtosignificant
transientheatingfromtherecirculatingtest-cabinflow.
(Notethatthebottomofthetraversing-unitsupport
structureisopentoaccommodatemotionoftheprobe
supportstrut.)Thermocouplesweremountedatseveral
locationsonthetraversingunittomonitorthestatusof
thisassemblyduringarun.Mostofthestructural
temperatureriseoccurredaftertherun.

Theairsupplytothemodelnozzleisobtainedfrom
theAmes3000-psiairsupplysystem,througharegulator
systemthatquicklystabilizesthejet flowatapresettotal
pressure.Figure!4(a)showsthefirstlegofthesystem
fromtheconnectiontothe3000-psiairsource(inthe
background),whichisthenconnectedtodomeregulators.
(Desiredpressuresarepresetinthedomethrougha
regulator-solenoidcontrolsystem.)Thenextsectionisa
10.16-cm-diameterpipe(chosentominimizepressure
losses)containingamass-flow,orifice-platesection
(figs.14(b)and14(c))withadifferential-pressure
transducer,atotal-pressuretransducerupstream,anda
total-temperaturetransducerdownstreamoftheorifice
plate.Theairsupplypipeisthenreducedto5.08-cm-
diameterpipegoingupintothetestcabin.Figure14(d)
showsthenextsectionoftheairsupply,ahigh-pressure
flexiblehosetothemodelinthetestcabin.A remote-
controlpanelwaslocatedinthetunnelcontrolroom,from
whichthejet totalpressurecouldbepresetbeforethejet
airwasturnedon.Theregulatorwasremotelyactivated
eitherbeforeorafterthemodelwasinjectedintothe
tunnelairstream.

Figure15isashadowgraphofthejet flowwiththe
cowloff.Theshadowgraphshowstheturbulentcharacter
ofthejet.Anoil-flowtestontherampcorrespondingto
thisconditionshowedthatthejetseparatesfromtheramp
shortlydownstreamofthenozzleexit.A systemofshock
wavesisvisibleatthejetexit.Soundwavespropagate
fromthejetthroughtheambientquiescentair.These
wavescanbeseenmostclearlyintheupperrightquad-
rantofthephotograph.Soundpropagationappearstobe
lessintenseinthedirectionoppositetothejet flow,as
indicatedbythemuchweakerwavepatternintheupper
leftquadrantofthephotograph.

Test Procedures

For the main test program, the pebble bed in the wind
tunnel heater was heated to obtain the desired tunnel total

temperature. The air supply pressure to the model jet

was preset to the desired pressure in the tunnel control
room. The tunnel flow was started with the desired total

pressure, which was remotely controlled to maintain a
constant value. The model was inserted into the tunnel

flow and the nozzle jet was started and remotely

controlled by a regulator. For the ramp-pressure tests,
several jet pressures could be set and recorded for each

tunnel run (see the typical time history in fig. 16). For the

jet-plume survey tests, the maximum run time of the

tunnel was utilized to obtain one survey in either the

vertical or the transverse direction. Surveys of the jet-

plume cross section were made at several streamwise

stations from the cowl rearward. The surveys generally

consisted of a lateral survey at constant height above the

ramp or a vertical survey at the centerline of the ramp.

Some vertical surveys were made off the centerline and

also off the left side of the model. Some surveys extended

through the model bow shock wave into the external

tunnel flow field. The survey-point locations and spacing
were selected to adapt to the flow field so more data were

taken through the shock-wave and shear-layer regions.

Repeat samples were taken at several data points during

the return of the probe to the original position.

Data Acquisition

Test-section free-stream conditions, jet-stagnation

conditions, jet mass-flow rate, rake-pressure data,

Preston-tube data, and model static-pressure data were

acquired by the NASA data acquisition computer. These

data were transferred to both a NASA minicomputer and

an MDC minicomputer for analysis. The traversing unit

was controlled and the probe pressure and position data

were acquired by the MDC minicomputer. A high-speed

link between the two minicomputers allowed access to all

of the test data through either machine. Data analysis

codes and graphics software on both machines provided

extensive quick-look data, and allowed data analysis to

proceed in parallel with the data acquisition task.

Pressure- and temperature-probe data were acquired
in two sets of files. The primary file contained values that

were averages of samples obtained after the probe had

been positioned at the desired location, and a predeter-

mined time had elapsed to allow probe pressures and

temperatures to stabilize. The auxiliary file contained
time histories of pressure and temperature data at each

location, beginning immediately after a desired probe

position was reached. These auxiliary files were reviewed
after each run to verify that the delay time used in data

acquisition was adequate but not excessive.



SampleData Ca = (Pd - Pu)/d

Figure 16 shows sample time histories of some of the

data for a typical pressure run, including jet total pressure
and selected static and rake pressures. The remotely

controlled tunnel total pressure was nearly constant and

the total temperature held to within about 30 K. The

jet control-system dynamics resulted in a slight over-

shoot at the beginning of each jet total-pressure setting

(fig. 16(a)). Static pressure variations on the ramp

correlated well with the changes in jet total pressure;

static pressure lag was not apparent on this time scale.
Several individual transducers sensed the instrument-

compartment pressure (fig. 16(g)). The pressures indi-

cated by these transducers agree to within 0.006 psia

(0.12 percent of full scale). The cause of the low-

frequency variations in some ramp boundary-layer rake

pressures is not known. (The actual time history of these

pressures is not accurately known because of the low

data sampling rate.) Care was taken in reducing the ramp
boundary-layer rake data to select an appropriate time

interval for averaging these data. During another run, the

jet total pressure was decreased continuously from 400 to
152 kPa, and it was found that there were no unusual

pressure changes on the ramp.

Data Reduction

Compressible flow relations, including corrections

for calorically imperfect gas effects (ref. 12), were used to
reduce the data. These corrections were small at the base-

line total temperature of 828 K. Wind-tunnel free-stream
conditions were calculated from the measured reservoir

total pressure and temperature and from pressures

measured by two pitot tubes mounted near the leading

edge of the model. Since the free-stream static temper-

ature and pressure were low, viscosity was calculated by

Keyes' equation (ref. 13).
Five-hole-probe design, calibration, and data

reduction followed the method outlined by Dudzinski

and Krause (ref. I4). Calibrations were performed in the

3.5-Foot Hypersonic Wind Tunnel at the baseline test

conditions, and in a free-jet calibration facility at MDC
at Mach numbers of 2.5 and 3.5. Calibration data at the

lower Mach numbers were obtained in a Reynolds

number range representative of flow within the jet plume.
The effect of Mach number on the calibration data was

found to be small and was neglected. Data were obtained

at a fixed set of flow conditions for pitch (or) and yaw (13)

angle ranges of +30 deg. The following parameters were

computed from the probe pressure data (see fig. 8(a) for

the probe-orifice nomenclature):

Cb =(Pr -Pl)/d

Ct =(Pt-Pc)/d

1

d = Pc-_(Pl +Pr +Pu +Pd)

The pitch and yaw pressure-difference parameters, C a and

C b, were treated as independent variables; if, 13, and the

total-pressure-correction parameter, Ct, were treated as

dependent variables. A surface-fitting routine was used to

create interpolated and smoothed arrays based on the
calibration data o(C a, Cb), 13(Ca, Cb), and Ct(C a, Cb). The
effect of Mach number on the calibration data was found

to be small, so the calibration data were assumed to be

functions only of Ca and Cb. Values of C a and Cb were

computed from the probe survey data, and an interpola-

tion routine in the data reduction program was used to
determine the corresponding values of o, 13,and Ct from

the calibration data arrays. The five-hole-probe data were
reviewed to determine the applicability of the calibration

data. Use of the calibration data implies that spatial

variations in local flow-field properties are small relative

to the probe height or width. This criterion is violated

within the ramp boundary layer and in shock waves. In

these instances, the impact pressure was assumed to be

the maximum value measured by any of the probe ports,

and the values of _ and 13were discarded. A small

number of total-pressure data points in any one survey

include data reduced in this manner. The uncertainty of

these data is estimated to be +3 percent.

Conduction and radiation corrections were applied to

the data obtained with the thermocouple probes, follow-

ing the procedure described by Vas (ref. 15) using a data-

reduction program supplied by C. C. Horstman at NASA
Ames. The conduction correction is a function of the

Reynolds number based on the probe wire diameter and
local flow conditions at the wire. The value of this

Reynolds number remained above approximately 200 for

the flow conditions of this experiment. In this Reynolds

number range, the conduction correction function is not

sensitive to variations in Reynolds number, so only a

relatively crude estimate of the Reynolds number
is needed.

Accuracy

The estimated probable uncertainties of pertinent

recorded and calculated quantities are as follows:

Moo, Ttoo, Ttj, and Ptoo, +2 percent; Re/m, +8 percent;



or, +2 deg; I3, +3 deg; probe Pt2, _+1percent; model static

pressures, _+0.09 kPa; thermocouple probe temperature,

+_2percent at Ttoo +! percent at Ttj; probe location
resolution, +0.15 cm, position uncertainty, _+0.25 cm.
These values were obtained from consultations with the

staff of the 3.5-Foot Hypersonic Wind Tunnel, and from

an error analysis of the data from this experiment.

Test Conditions

For the majority of runs, the model was mounted

with its leading edge 3.8 cm downstream of the tunnel

nozzle exit. A few runs were made, for the purpose of

shadowgraph flow visualization of the leading-edge

region, with the model installed with its leading edge
66 cm downstream of the tunnel nozzle exit. The

forebody top surface was set at an angle of-l.1 deg

(compression) with respect to the tunnel centerline. The

model was set at this negative angle to increase the

forebody top-surface pressure somewhat in order to

counter the tendency of the top-surface flow on the

wedge-shaped forebody to flow inward, which was

reported in previous flat-plate studies with wedge-shaped
leading edges (ref. 7). The oil-flow streaks on the fore-

body were streamwise so it was not necessary to run at a

more negative angle of attack (-3 deg was used in ref. 7).
The baseline test conditions established for this

experiment are summarized in table 1, which includes

nominal values, variations among runs, and variations

within runs. The axial Mach-number gradient was

obtained from tunnel calibration data, and verified by data

obtained from the model pitot tubes. The combustor exit

Mach number and pressure ratio are representative of

scram jet operation at the indicated value of free-stream

Mach number. The jet was underexpanded at the cowl

exit at the baseline jet pressure ratio of 310. Ramp

pressure data were obtained at other pressure ratios and

also at one-half the baseline free-stream total pressure.

Local Mach number on the forebody top surface was
calculated from the free-stream Mach number, the tunnel

total pressure, and the average of the forebody static
pressures. The resulting value was 7.11, which is in good

agreement with the computed value corresponding to a

1.l-deg compression at the free-stream Mach number. A

summary of forebody static pressure data including run-

to-run variations is presented in figure 17. The computed

value is included for comparison. Note that the run-to-run
variations are on the order of + 0.25 percent of full scale

of the low-range pressure transducers.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Oil-Flow Visualization

Baseline test condition- Figure 18(a) shows
results of an oil-flow test on the model cowl and

ramp at the baseline jet-pressure ratio, Ptj/P_, of 310 at

Ptoo = 6895 kPa and Ptj -- 374 kPa.
The oil-flow streaks that can be seen ahead of the

cowl show that the flow into the jet is streamwise, as

desired, at the model test angle of-1. ! deg (nose down).

A transverse separation line is present on the upper

surface of the cowl ahead of the trailing edge. The region

of flow separation is indicated by the region of accumu-

lated oil ahead of the trailing edge. This feature is

consistent with the evidence of separation on the cowl

that is seen in the shadowgraphs. The flow separation was

expected because of the combination of curvature in the
cowl exterior and the compression corner produced by the

underexpanded jet.

The oil-flow pattern inside the cowl (not shown) was

two-dimensional with no separation at the corners. The

oil-flow pattern on the ramp is symmetrical with the

centerline flow straight down the ramp. The surface flow

direction turns outboard at the cowl trailing edge on each

side. This outboard turning of the flow is a result of the

lateral jet-flow expansion from the vertical cowl side

trailing edge. The onset of outboard turning approaches

the centerline as the distance down the ramp increases.

(The white spots on the ramp appear to be small lumps of

titanium-dioxide pigment.)

A symmetric pair of separation lines first occurs on

each side of the ramp slightly outboard of the cowl exit

and curves inboard, almost intersecting at the center of

the ramp trailing edge. These separation lines are believed
to be associated with the interaction of a shock wave,

called the jet-plume internal shock wave (see the dis-

cussion of shadowgraph flow visualization), with the

ramp boundary layer. The trajectory of this shock wave
is undoubtedly influenced by the proximity of the model

side edge. Outboard of these separation lines, the oil

streaks flow inboard, indicating a vortical flow that

probably fills in the flow around the ramp side edge.

The side-edge effect is related to this particular model

geometry. It appears that the aspect ratio selected for the

nozzle was about minimum for the length of ramp chosen,

since the separation lines for the jet extend the full length

of the ramp before nearly meeting at the trailing edge.
Figure 18(b) shows an enlargement of the oil-flow

photograph of the ramp in figure 18(a), with contour lines

of constant flow angle superimposed. The outward-

turning angles increase to more than 20 deg. The line for

zero angle starts from the cowl trailing edge and sweeps



inboardtotherampcenterline.Thissweptzero-angleline
isrelatedtothefirst-wavelineofexpansionofthelateral
flowfromtheverticaltrailingedgeatthesideofthecowl.
Overtherearwardtwo-thirdsoftheramp,thezero-angle
lineistherampcenterline.Theflowangleincreaseswith
increasingspanwiseandchordwisedistance.

Figures18(c)and18(d)showtheoil-flowpatternon
thesideofthemodelforfull-lengthandcloseupviews,
respectively,andfigure18(e)isaviewoftheoil-flow
patternfrombelow.Theoil streaksshowthattheflow
aroundthelowermodelcorner,fromthehigh-pressure
regiononthelowersurfacetothelower-pressureregions
ontheside,doesnotresultinsignificantupwashflow,but
isnearlystreamwiseonthetophalfofthemodel.Thisis
incontrasttosubsonicflow,inwhichlargeupwashwould
occur.Disturbancesonthelowerhalfofthemodelare
associatedwiththestrutanddonotappeartoinfluence
therampandjetflowfield.A featurethatappearstobea
separationlineoriginatesatthejetexitandreachesthe
lowercornerofthemodelupstreamoftheramptrailing
edge.Thislineisbelievedtobeassociatedwiththe
externaljet-plumeshockwave(seenin theshadow-
graphs)thatwrapsaroundthesideofthemodel.

Effectsof jet-pressure ratio- Figures 19-21 show
the results of oil-flow tests at off-design jet-pressure

ratios (Ptj/Po_) of 154, 234, and 620.
Figures 19(a)-19(e) show the results of an oil-flow

test at a jet-pressure ratio of 154 (about one-half of the

baseline value) at Pt_ = 6895 kPa and Ptj = 186 kPa. The
oil-flow pattern shows that the jet is separating in the

cowl/ramp side corners. These flow disturbances are

asymmetric and probably unsteady. The separated flow

attaches on the ramp behind the heavy oil line and flows

nearly straight to the ramp trailing edge. The extent of

separation near the trailing edge of the cowl is less

because of the reduced jet total pressure (fig. 19(d)). The

jet-plume shock intersects the model side close to the

ramp side edge (fig. 19(e)).

Figures 20(a)-20(d) show the results of an oil-flow

test at a jet-pressure ratio of 234 (about 3/4 of the baseline

value) at Pt_ = 6895 kPa and Ptj = 283 kPa. The cowl
and side oil flows were obtained by applying two lateral
and several vertical bands of oil. In figure 20(a) the oil

flow over the rear half of the ramp is not of good quality.

However, near the cowl the oii:fl0W quality is sufficient

to determine that the flow is attached, as can be seen in

the closeup photograph, fig. 20(b). (The smeared oil in
the left corner of the cowl is not part of the oil-flow

pattern.) The right corner shows smooth, attached flow.
The cowl closeup in figure 20(c) shows that the separated

region ahead of the trailing edge is approximately the

same length as for the baseline pressure ratio of 310. The
side view (fig. 20(d)) shows that the separation line for

the jet-plume shock-wave/boundary-layer interaction is

closer to the ramp edge than in the baseline case, as

expected for the reduced blowing rate.

Figures 21(a)-21 (c) show the results of an

oil-flow test at an increase in jet-pressure ratio to 620 at

Pt,,. = 3447 kPa and Ptj = 374 kPa. This test was made to
determine whether the large increase in jet-pressure ratio

would significantly affect the jet separation pattern on the

ramp, perhaps moving the separation lines closer to the

edges of the model. The photograph shows that the

increase in jet-pressure ratio moved the separation lines

out to the model edges on the forward part of the ramp,

changing to about halfway to the edges on the rearward

part. The streamwise separation distance near the trailing
edge of the cowl increased because of the increased

outward-flow-deflection angle at the higher pressure ratio

(fig. 21 (b)).

Figure 21(c) shows a side view of the model. The

figure clearly shows the separation line, originating at the
jet exit and reaching the lower corner of the model

upstream of the ramp trailing edge, that is associated with

the interaction of the jet-plume shock wave with the side
of the model. This shock is farther forward of the similar

line observed at the baseline jet-pressure ratio of 310, as

expected.

Shadowgraph Flow Visualization

The forebody and jet-plume flow field is clearly

illuminated in the side-view shadowgraph photographs
presented in figures 22-24 for both baseline and off-

design test conditions. Figure 22 presents shadowgraphs
of the forebody at two Reynolds numbers. Figure 23

presents two shadowgraph photographs obtained at
the baseline test conditions, one with the oil-flow

(noninstrumented) ramp (fig. 23(a)), and one taken with

the instrumented ramp (fig. 23(b)). Figure 24 presents

several shadowgraphs taken at off-design test conditions,

79 _<Ptj/P oo< 620.
Baseline test condition, forebody- Figure 22 shows

shadowgraphs of the flow field over the forward part of
the model for the unit Reynolds numbers of 14 x 106hn

and 7.0 x 106/m. The higher value corresponds to the
baseline test conditions. There was some variation in

Reynolds number between runs caused by variations in

Ttoo; however, Ptoo was closely controlled.
Features of the forebody flow field above the model

and ahead of the jet plume include weak shock waves off

the leading edge and boundary layer trips, transition in the

forebody boundary layer, and boundary layer separation

ahead of the jet plume. These forebody features will now

be described; a description of the jet-plume flow field
follows, in the next section.

Figure 22 shows that the forebody shock wave is

weak above the top surface because the leading edge is



relativelysharpandtheangleof attackofthetopsurface
issmall.Weakshockwavesoccuroff theboundarylayer
tripslocated10.2cmbehindtheleadingedge.Resultsof
apreviousinvestigation(ref.7)showedthatidentical
tripsdidnotadverselyaffectthedownstreamboundary
layercharacteristicsatthesamelocalReynoldsnumber,
butcausedearliertransition,asdesired.Theboundary
layertripswererequiredbecauseeventheslightbluntness
ofthepresentmodelcausesaprofoundincreaseinthe
lengthof laminarflow(refs.6and7).It isimportantto
knowwhetherornottheforebodyboundarylayeris
turbulentbeforeit encountersthejetplume.The
boundarylayeronthetopoftheforebodyisprominent
intheshadowgraphsattheReynoldsnumbersusedinthis
test.Theedgefromthetripsrearwardisclearlyhigh-
lightedbyrefractedlight.Theboundarylayeranditsedge
looksmoothdirectlybehindthetrips,butbetweenthe
tripsandtheboundarylayerrakeit becomesraggedand
looksturbulent.Actually,thecompletetransitionprocess
atMach7.3takesplaceoveranappreciablelengththatis
almostequaltothelengthattheonset.Withoutfurther
tests,it isnotknownwhatstageofthetransitionprocess
correspondstotheonsetofvisibleturbulenceinthe
photograph.Theappearanceoftransitiononsetforthe
baselineconditionatReoo= 14x 106/minfigure22(a)is
measuredtobeat21cmdownstreamofthemodel
leadingedge.Thislocationiswellforwardofthecowl
trailingedge,whichwastheobjectiveofusingthetrips.
Theboundarylayerthickness,asit appearsinthe
shadowgraphsoffigure23,growstoover1.25cmat
t-hebeginningofthecowlcurvature.

Figure23includestwoshadowgraphsoftheaftpart
ofthemodelwhichshowtheremainderoftheflowfield
aheadofthejetplume.Figure23(a)wasobtainedwith
theoil-flowrampandfigure23(b)wasobtainedwiththe
instrumentedramp.Theshockwavethatexistsatthe
edgeofthetunnelfree-jetflowisseennearthetopofthe
shadowgraphs.Thetunneljet flowexpandsslightlyat
Mach7.3,andthisshockwaveexistswheretheouterpart
ofthejet flowturnsbackslightly.ACFDstudyofthis
tunnel-jetexpansion,resultinginasmallaxial-Mach-
numbergradient,concludedthatitseffectonthejet
plumeisnegligible(ref.3).

Theforebodyboundarylayerthickensonthecurved
portionofthecowlandseparatesaheadofthecowl
trailingedge,asexpected,becauseof thecompression
cornercausedbytheplumeshockwaveandaccentuated
bythenecessaryexternalcurvatureofthecowl.The
boundarylayerpassesthroughthejet-plumeshockwave
intothejet-plumeshearlayer.

Streamwiselocationsofthefourprobesurvey
stationsareindicatedbytheverticallinesinfigure23(a);
z-locationsofthespanwisetraversesarealsoshown.

Baseline test condition, jet plume- The

shadowgraphs in figure 23 also show the jet plume

and the interaction of the underexpanded jet with the

external flow. Shadowgraph photographs were obtained
with both the instrumented and the noninstrumented

ramps. Features associated with the jet-plume flow field

include expansion of the jet flow, the shear layer between

the jet and the external flow, and the shock wave within

the plume. These features are now described.

The jet-plume external shock wave is caused by the

outward turning of the highly underexpanded jet flow as

it leaves the cowl. The shape is dictated by the turning
angle of the jet flow, which depends on the jet-to-ambient

pressure ratio.

Underneath the jet-plume shockwave is the jet-

plume shear layer, which is formed by the difference in

velocity between the jet and the external flow. The shear

layer is prominent and highlighted above and below by

refracted light, in a similar fashion to the edge of the

boundary layer on the forebody. The shear layer can be

seen to emanate from the cowl trailing edge as a thin,

sharply defined layer that rapidly increases in thickness,

then becomes diffused behind the ramp midpoint, and

appears to be highly turbulent. The forebody boundary

layer appears to merge with the shear layer above the

cowl trailing edge and the separated-flow region. The

forebody boundary layer probably has a significant effect

on the subsequent development o'f the shear layer, and

should be considered in attempts to compute this
flow field.

An internal shock wave in the jet originates near the

cowl trailing edge. It appears to be required in order to

turn the flow parallel to the shear layer. This shock wave

is believed to be analogous to the so-called "barrel shock"

observed in underexpanded jets exhausting into a

quiescent medium, and is also observed in jet- and
rocket-exhaust flows.

As expected, there is a large expansion and turning
of the flow as it leaves the cowl. The dark area near the

cowl lip is possibly a region of high pressure and density
gradients caused by the expansion. There is also a

possibility that the dark area is created by light refracted

off the cowl trailing edge, which may not be perfectly

aligned with the shadowgraph light beam. There is also a

small (0.15 cm) wake off the finite-thickness cowl trailing

edge. The image lightens as the gradients decrease

downstream. The expansion region from the cowl lip is
bounded by the dark line of the internal shock and a white

line, to be described next.

Under the expansion region emanating from the cowl
trailing edge, there is a white line that also emanates from

the cowl trailing edge and extends almost parallel to the
ramp back to the boundary layer rake (seen in silhouette

on the ramp surface). Apparently this line is the boundary



betweentheexpansionregioninfluencedbywaves
originatingfromthecowltrailingedgeandtheexpansion
regionemanatingfromthe20-degradiusattheramp
leadingedgeinsidethecowl.

Betweenthewhitelineandtherampliesthe
expansionfieldthatemanatesfromthe20-degradiusat
therampleadingedge.Detailsoftheexpansionflow
fieldwillbediscussedinalatersection("Sketchesof
Jet/External-FlowInteraction").In thisregion,therecan
alsobeseenseveralweakshockwavesradiatingfrom
insidethecowl,fromtherampleading-edgeregion.Most
oftheseweakshocks(Machwaves)emanatefromweak
disturbancesattherampandnozzle-blockjunctionandat
screwheadsconnectingthetwomodelparts(although
fillerwasusedtocoverthescrewheads).Theweakshock
wavesconvenientlymarkthewaveanglesoftheexpan-
sionwavesastheexpansionwavesintersectthewhite
boundaryline.

Justdownstreamof the cowl, a turbulent structure

can be seen (more clearly in some photographs than

others) which starts at the ramp surface and increases in

thickness with increasing downstream distance. This

turbulent structure is probably a side-edge vortex that

is revealed in the oil-flow photographs described pre-

viously. These vortices fill in the flow between the side

edge and the separation line.

Effects of jet-pressure ratio- Figures 24(a)-24(f)

show the effects of varying the jet-pressure ratio,

Ptj/Poo, from 79 to 620 on the jet-plume flow field.
Figures 24(a)-24(c) were obtained with the instru-

mented ramp at Ptoo = 6895 kPa and Reoo = 14 x 106/m.

Figures 24(d) and 24(e) were also obtained with the

instrumented ramp, but at Ptoo = 3449 kPa and
Re_ = 7 x 106/m. Figure 24(0 is a shadowgraph

obtained with the oil-flow ramp at Ptoo = 3449 kPa
and Re_ = 7 x 106/m.

The internal shock wave, shear layer, and external

shock wave are closest to the ramp in the immediate

vicinity of the cowl trailing edge at the intermediate jet-

pressure ratio of 158 (fig. 24(c)) and move away from the

ramp as the pressure ratio increases or decreases above or

below this value. The oil-flow photographs probably

explain the movement of the shocks and the shear layer

away from the ramp in the immediate vicinity of the cowl

exit as the jet-pressure ratio decreases below 158. At the

lower jet-pressure ratio of 79 (and also at ratios as high

as 158, fig. 24(c)) the nozzle flow is not full and flow

separation occurs on the ramp at the cowl. However, the

shadowgraph at the jet-pressure ratio of 79 (fig. 24(a))
does not show evidence of anything unusual in the

jet flow. At twice the baseline jet-pressure ratio

(fig. 24(e), Ptj/P,_, = 620), the shocks and shear layer
are forced outward.

The boundary-layer flow separation at the cowl

trailing edge is greater at both low and high values of the
jet-pressure ratio (figs. 24(a) and 24(f)) than at the base-

line condition (fig. 23) because the initial jet-plume flow

angles are larger.

Effect of Reynolds number- The principal effect of

changing the free-stream Reynolds number at constant

jet-pressure ratio (by changing the tunnel total pressure)

is to change the location of boundary layer transition

(fig. 22). Changing the Reynolds number does not

noticeably affect the jet plume (constant Ptj/Poo) nor the
extent of forebody boundary-layer separation as long as
the location of transition is far ahead of the cowl.

Ramp Static-Pressure Distributions

Ramp static-pressure distributions are presented in
figure 25. Figure 25(a) shows the ramp surface-pressure

distribution corresponding to the baseline test conditions.

The distribution for the centerline, starting at the internal

nozzle combustor station, is the most complete. The
character of the centerline distribution is similar to that

found in previous nozzle studies (refs. 16-18). The

outboard pressure distributions show that the pressures

decrease toward the model side edge as a result of the

outward expanding flow. The pressures are equal on the

two sides, indicating symmetrical flow.
A series of transverse ramp static-pressure

distributions is presented in figure 25(b). Data from two

runs are superimposed, corresponding to Ptj/Poo = 71.8
and 603, the limits of the range of pressure ratios

explored in this study. The range represented by poo in,

these coordinates is ]also shown. Note that the pressure

distribution on most of the ramp is unaffected by varia-

tions in Ptj/Poo. At the larger values of x, an influence of
pressure ratio appears on the sides, and apparently just

reaches the centerline at x = 34.16 cm. Only at the

row of pressure orifices located farthest downstream,

x = 48.48 cm, is the influence of variation in pressure

present for all values of y.

The linear ordinates used in the preceding two plots

de-emphasizes pressure variations at the downstream end
of the ramp. Figure 25(c) shows a comparison of data on

the ramp centerline for the full range of pressure ratios

using a logarithmic scale for the ordinate. Individual data

points are omitted for clarity, and the range represented

by poo is also shown. This comparison shows that the

centerline pressure distribution is independent of pressure
ratio for x < 40 cm. Farther downstream, the centerline

pressure distribution is a function of pressure ratio, but

the ramp pressure always expands below p_.
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Boundary-Layer Rake Data

A summary of boundary-layer rake data is given in

table 2. Mach numbers were computed from rake pitot

pressures and the local surface pressures by using the

Rayleigh pitot formula with corrections for calorically

imperfect gas effects (ref. 12). The forebody wall

temperature was measured by a thermocouple installed

at the forebody surface near the boundary layer rake.

A value of 336 K was used for wall temperature in the

forebody rake data reduction, which is the average of
values obtained at the ends of several runs. The Crocco

relation was used to compute the boundary layer total-

temperature distributions, as follows:

u Tt-Tw

Ue Tte -T w

The ramp boundary layers were assumed to be adiabatic

with a recovery factor of 0.89. This assumption was

substantiated by measurements from thermocouples

installed in the ramp surface.

The forward ramp rake is located 6.09 cm outboard

of the ramp centerline (see fig. 5 and table 2). Streamwise

rows of pressure taps are located near the rake spanwise
station and on the opposite side at y = 6.88 cm. The static-

pressure data in figure 25 show that the rake is located in

a significant cross-stream pressure gradient. The oil-flow

photograph in figure 18(b) indicates that the surface flow
direction at the rake location is greater than 20 deg

outboard. Data obtained with a five-hole probe at the

boundary layer edge for the rake streamwise station but

on the opposite side of the ramp indicated a yaw-plane

flow angle of approximately 13 deg outboard and a

corresponding pitot-pressure error of 1 percent. Thus, a

! percent correction (increase) was applied to pitot-

pressure data obtained from this forward ramp rake. The

aft ramp rake is located only 2.86 cm outboard of the

ramp centerline (see fig. 5 and table 2). The flow here is

nearly streamwise (fig. 18(a)) and no correction was

applied to the rake measurements.

Boundary-layer rake data (transformed by the
Van Driest transformation (ref. 19)) are plotted in law-

of-the-wall coordinates in figure 26. (See ref. 7 for a

discussion of the method of presentation.) Values of skin

friction used in computing the wall coordinates were

obtained by the Clauser chart technique (ref. 8).

The range of Re 0 for the forebody boundary layers is

3500 to 3700. Values of the exponent, n, for the power-

law velocity-profile representation

U e

were found to be 12-14. A review of hypersonic

boundary-layer data presented in reference 7 showed

that in a plot of n versus Re 0 for Re 0 < 104, the profile

exponent shows considerable scatter and is considerably

larger (8 < n < 12) than the range of 6-7 which is typical

of hypersonic turbulent boundary layers at higher

Reynolds numbers. The present forebody boundary-layer
data fall into this low-Reynolds-number category. Values
of local skin-friction coefficient estimated from these data

are 0.00127 < Cf < 0.00130, which are somewhat greater

than the value 0.0011 predicted by the Van Driest II

theory (ref. 19). The momentum integral equation pre-

dicts that the boundary layer would grow by approxi-

mately a factor of two between the rake station and the

beginning of the curved outer surface of the cowl,

resulting in Re 0 ---7400 at this location. Since this value
is still less than 104 , the entire turbulent portion of

the forebody boundary layer is in the low-Reynolds-

number range.

Boundary-layer momentum- and displacement-
thickness values obtained from the forward boundary-

layer rake on the ramp from three runs at the baseline
test conditions are compared with 2-D boundary-layer

computations performed by the Cebeci-Smith method

(ref. 20) in figure 27. The solid lines correspond to a

computation in which transition was assumed to occur at
the nozzle throat, and the dashed lines were obtained from

a calculation in which transition was assumed to be at the

combustor exit station, x = 0. The data indicate that

transition may have occurred in the vicinity of x = 0. The

significantly off-center location of the forward ramp rake
and the 3-D nature of the flow near this rake make this

conclusion somewhat tentative.

Velocity profile data from the aft ramp rake at two

values of Ptj/Poo are presented in figure 28. Comparisons

among Ptj, the local surface pressure Pe, and the outer-
rake pitot pressure at this location are inconsistent with

the assumption of isentropic flow from the jet plenum to

the boundary layer edge at this location for all test
conditions. Computation of Pte from Pe and the outer-rake

pitot pressure (uncorrected for flow angle) results in

Pie = 0.42 Ptj at Ptj/P_,, = 312. However, both the full
profile and evidence from the oil-flow visualization

photograph indicate that the rake was upstream of the jet-

plume internal shock wave at the baseline test condition.

The distorted profile obtained at the lower pressure ratio

is evidence that the rake pressures were influenced by the

jet-plume internal shock wave at this test condition.

Preston-Tube Data

Table 3 presents skin-friction data obtained at the
baseline test conditions from the three Preston tubes next
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totheforwardramprake(fig.5).Thetubediameter
selectionanddatareductionweremadeaccordingtothe
recommendationsofHopkinsandKeener(ref.9).The
objectiveofusingthethreetubeswastoensurethatthe
rangeofthecalibrationwascovered,thusprovidinga
self-checkingfeature.Thecalculatedskinfrictionsfrom
thethreetubesshouldbeinagreementif thetubesarenot
toosmallortoolarge.Forthesedata,thethreetube
diameterswereabout31,42,and62percentofthe
measuredboundary-layerthickness.Thesmallesttube
wastheclosesttotherecommendedsizeof0.258(ref.9).
SincethePrestontubeswerelocatedclosertothemodel
centerlinethanwastheforwardrake,thePreston-tube
datawereinfluencedlessthantherakedatabyoutboard
flow.ThevaluesofCf intable3foreachofthePreston
tubesareinacceptableagreement,althoughthesmaller
tubegaveslightlysmallervalues.ValuesofCfobtained
fromthePrestontubesdifferfromthoseobtainedbythe
rakebecausetherakeislocatedinaregionofcross-
streamgradientsandthree-dimensionalflow,andalso
becausetherakeisinaregionofsignificantlylowerstatic
pressure.If rakepitotpressuredataobtainedfromthe
tubenearthewallarereducedusingthePreston-tubedata
correlation,theresultsagreewithvaluesofCfderivedby
theClausermethodwithin3percent.ValuesofCf
obtainedfromvaluesofRe0measuredbytherakesand
theVanDriestlI theoryare0.00156< Cf < 0.00193,

somewhat smaller than the values derived by the Clauser
method (table 2).

Five-Hole-Probe and Thermocouple-Probe Data

Composite views- Figure 29 consists of two

composite views of the jet-plume/external- flow inter-
action along the model centerline obtained from five-

hole-probe and thermocouple-probe data. The data of

figure 29(a) were obtained along the model centerline

(x-z plane), and those of figure 29(b) were obtained from

four spanwise traverses (x-y plane).

Features of the model geometry shown here include

the cowl external contour, the jet flow passage beginning

at the combustor exit station, and the ramp surface. Probe

data are shown for the four axial stations surveyed in this

experiment. The solid lines represent distributions of

impact pressure, Pt2, the local pitot pressure downstream

of a normal shock corrected for the effect of misalignment

between the probe axis and the local velocity vector. The
thermocouple-probe data (dotted lines) are presented as

the excess of the local total temperature above the value

in the jet normalized by the overall temperature differ-

ence, (T t - Ttj)/(Tt_ - Ttj). Scales for these quantities
are given in the inset at the top of the figure. Individual
data points have been omitted from this figure for

clarity. These data will be presented in greater detail in
subsequent figures.

The Pt2 survey obtained at x = 10.29 cm (fig. 29(a))

shows the outer portion of the ramp boundary layer, the

variation within the jet resulting from the variation in

local Mach number, the impact-pressure defect associated

with the separated forebody boundary layer, and varia-
tions presumably associated with disturbances from the

boundary layer trips and the leading-edge shock wave.
No total-temperature data were obtained at this station.

Both impact-pressure and total-temperature

distributions are presented at the three downstream

stations, x = 14.78, 19.84, and 40.08 cm. (The limited

extent of the data corresponding to x = 14.78 cm is the

result of a premature tunnel shut-down.) The value of

obtaining both pressure- and temperature-probe data is

illustrated by this figure, since it emphasizes the degree to

which the two types of probes respond to different flow-

field features. Discontinuities in Pt2 caused by the shock
wave within the plume and the external shock wave are

evident in the profiles obtained at the three downstream

stations (arrows). The locations and thicknesses of the

shear layer between the jet and the external flow are

clearly shown by the total-temperature distributions.

A comparison of the impact-pressure and total-

temperature data shows that the aspects of the shear

layer, originating with (a) the forebody boundary layer

and its separation and (b) the interaction between the jet

and the external flow, are independently identifiable,
even at x = 40.08 cm.

The character of the impact-pressure distribution is

similar at the three downstream stations, showing a local
minimum between the shocks in each case. These results

suggest a degree of similarity of the impact-pressure
distributions, if the separation between the shocks were

used as a length scale and the local maximum impact-

pressure difference were used to scale the impact-pressure
data. Note that there is no indication of shock waves in

the total-temperature distributions, even though the local
flow properties and the associated conduction corrections

change significantly as the shocks are traversed.
At x = 14.78 and 19.84 cm, the minimum in the

distribution of Pt2 corresponds approximately with the

center of the shear layer as indicated by the total-
temperature distribution. At x = 40.08 cm, however, this

feature of the impact-pressure distribution corresponds

more nearly to the outer edge of the shear layer as

indicated by the temperature profile. At this streamwise

station, two sets of temperature-profile data are presented.

These data are identical, except for an apparent z-position

offset, and show two distinct layers with an intermediate

region of approximately constant total temperature

(fig. 29(a)). This type of temperature distribution is

different from that obtained at the two upstream stations,
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andalsodifferentfromallofthetemperaturedistributions
obtainedfromcross-stream(z=constant)surveys,tobe
presentedlater.Thecauseof thisunusualtemperature
distributioninthex-zplaneatx=40.08cmis
notknown.

Figure29(b)givesthecorrespondingplanviewofthe
flowfield.Thesetraversesdonotlieinthesameplane,
butwereobtainedatroughlycomparabledistancesfrom
therampsurface;thedataforx = 19.84and40.08cm
correspondtothelargerofthetwozvaluesforwhich
datawereobtainedatthesestreamwisestations.The
orientationoffigure29(b)isamirrorimageoftheactual
experimentalarrangement(positivey istotheright,
facinginthepositivexdirection),andwaschosento
facilitatecomparisonwiththedataoffigure29(a).

Manyfeaturesoffigure29(a)arealsopresentin
figure29(b):theseparatedboundarylayerfromthe
externalsurfaceofthecowl,theinternalandexternal
shockwaves,andtheproximityoftheshear-layer
locationindicatedbythetotal-temperatureprofiletothe
minimaintheimpact-pressuredistributions.Intheplan
view,thejet impact-pressureprofileisuniformat
x = 10.29cm.ProfilesofPt2atthenexttwostations
downstreamclearlyshowtheprogressofthecowl
trailing-edgeexpansion.Boththespanwisepressure
profileandthetemperatureprofileforx=40.08cm
aresignificantlydifferentfromtheircounterpartsin
figure29(a).Thespanwisetemperatureprofiledoesnot
showatwo-layerstructure.Theinternalshockwave
isnearthemodelcenterlinein thespanwisepressure
profile,andtheexternalshockwavedoesnotappearas
asharpdiscontinuity.

Figures30-33showdetaileddistributionsof impact
pressure,pitch-andyaw-planeinclinationangles,and
totaltemperature.Bothvertical(y=constant)and
spanwise(z=constant)surveysareincluded,andindi-
vidualdatapointsareshown.Completetemperature
profilesarepresentedinphysicalcoordinates.

Detailed surveys at x = 10.29 cm- Profiles ofpt 2

and o obtained at x = 10.29 cm and y = 0 are presented in

figure 30(a). The impact-pressure data are also included

in figure 29, and the key features of this profile have

already been discussed. Arrows indicate the ramp surface

location in this and subsequent similar figures. The three

data points nearest the surface in the Pt2 profile are within

the boundary layer. A dense spacing of data points was

chosen near z = 0 in an attempt to resolve the remnants of

the cowl inner-surface boundary layer. Impact-pressure
data for -16 < z < -7 cm lie between the separated

forebody boundary layer and the shock from the leading

edge. Variations in impact pressure in this region are

approximately twice as large as variations measured at a

single cross section in the tunnel calibration data, and

are therefore believed to originate with the model. The

outermost point in this profile (which consists of two data
points) lies in the undisturbed test-section flow, above the

leading-edge shock wave. These data and others like it

were used in establishing the accuracy of the five-hole

probe data.

Within the jet flow, the pitch-plane flow inclination

profile varies in a piecewise linear fashion from near

20 deg at the ramp boundary-layer edge to zero (one point

shows a negative value) near z = 0. The positive values of

o in the viscous layer, z < 0, are consistent with the slope

of the cowl outer surface. Above the viscous region,

= O, as expected.

Figure 30(b) presents Pt2, o, and 13distributions for

y = 6.35 cm. Results from two runs are presented---one

that includes only data obtained within the jet. This run

was terminated by a premature tunnel shut-down. There is

a slight difference in Ptj between the two runs, which is
reflected in minor differences in the Pt2 distribution, but

repeatability of o and 13is good. Profiles of Pt2 and o are

similar to those obtained at y = 0. The distribution of 1_

shows near-zero values throughout most of the profile,

except near the ramp surface, where a slight inboard flow
inclination is present.

Results of two spanwise five-hole-probe traverses

at x = 10.29 cm and z = 2.54 cm are presented in
figure 30(c). Flow properties are approximately constant

within the jet (o = 13 deg and [3 = 0). The impact pressure

distribution outboard of the cowl is similar to the profile

obtained above the cowl (fig. 30(a)). The distributions of

Pt2 and 13show evidence of three weak shock waves in

the external flow. The data points for z > 27.4 cm lie in
the undisturbed test-section flow, outside of the model

shock system. Values of o are small, except for a region

of upward flow in the viscous region coming from the
cowl outer surface. Differences in the o values between

the two runs are most evident in this upflow region.

However, the run corresponding to Ptj/P_, = 3 ! 5
(triangular symbols) consists of a finely spaced set of

data in which the probe moved in the positive y direction,
followed by a sparse distribution of points as the probe
returned to the model centerline at the end of the run.

Data obtained in the upflow region just outboard of the

cowl during the return path are in excellent agreement
with data obtained at the same locations from the other

run (circular symbols). A thin region of outboard turning

is evident in the 13profile at the edge of the jet. This is

qualitatively correct, since the flow is underexpanded, but

may be partly a result of significant changes in flow

properties near the cowl trailing edge at a distance on the
order of the probe width. A region of inboard flow exists

in the viscous region at the cowl outer surface, which is

consistent with the cowl geometry.
Detailed surveys at x = 14.78 cm- Profiles of

Pt2, o, and T t at y = 0 and x = 14.78 cm are presented in
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figure31(a).Theimpact-pressureandtemperaturedata
arealsopresentedinthecompositeviewinfigure29.The
impact-pressuredatashowavariationwithinthejet
resultingfromthe Mach number variation, the disconti-

nuities at the shock waves, the local minimum at the shear

layer, and the gradient associated with the separated

forebody boundary layer. The lower portion of the profile
will be reviewed later in connection with the discussion

of the cowl exit expansion. The upper portion of the

profile shows evidence of the shock waves and

variation within the shear layer. The total temperature

distribution is constant within the jet, increases mono-
tonically within the shear layer, and had just reached

the test-section total temperature when the run was

prematurely terminated.

Results of a spanwise survey at x = 14.78 cm and

z = 2.54 cm are presented in figure 31(b). Profiles of Pt2,

or, 13, and T t are presented. These data were obtained at

the same z location as the data presented in figure 30(c),

and the profiles show many similar features. The value of

is approximately constant within the jet flow, and Pt2

and 13are approximately constant in the central region

(y < 5.8 cm) and then vary linearly until the internal jet

shock is reached. The center is a region of 2-D expansion,

influenced only by waves from the ramp and the inner

surface of the cowl. The linear region is influenced by

expansion waves from the cowl side edge. Evidence of

the inner and outer shock waves and the shear layer is
present in the distributions of Pt2 and [3, and indications of

weak shock waves previously associated with the model

flow field immediately downstream of the cowl exit are

also present in the Pt2 distribution. The wake of the cowl

and upflow in the viscous region just outboard of the cowl

can be seen in the _ distribution. The total-temperature

distribution was prematurely terminated by a broken wire

before the outer edge of the shear layer was reached; data

from the support temperature junction allows the position

of the shear-layer outer edge to be estimated.

Detailed surveys at x = 19.84 em- Distributions of

Pt2, _, and T t at x = 19.84 cm and y = 0 (y = 3.2 cm for

the T t distribution) are presented in figure 32(a). A single

Pt2 profile and a normalized version of the temperature

data were presented and discussed in connection with

figure 29. The good repeatability of the Pt2 distribution

and the slightly poorer repeatability of the ff distribution

result from the fact that impact pressure involves a small

correction to a primary measured quantity, but the flow-

direction angle depends on the difference between two
measurements of similar magnitude. These results show

features that are similar to those observed in the profiles

obtained at x = 14.78. The two-slope nature of the

profile within the jet flow is still apparent, as is a local

maximum in the profile that coincides with the local

minimum in the impact pressure.

Figure 32(b) presents five-hole-probe data at the

same streamwise station as the previous figure, but near

the side of the model at y = 7.62 cm. The qualitative
features of the Pt2 and _ profiles are similar. The maxi-

mum value of the Pt2 profile within the jet is smaller than

the value measured at y = 0 because of the expansion
from the cowl side edge. This expansion is evident in the

13profile, which shows approximately 13 deg outboard

flow in the lower portion of the jet and minor variations

in the shock/shear-layer region and becomes more

streamwise with decreasing values of z. No total-

temperature data were obtained at this survey station.

Figure 32(c) shows data from a five-hole probe

survey at x = 19.84 cm and y = 11.43 cm, which is

1.75 cm outboard of the model side. The lower portions

of the profiles are characterized by low values of Pt2,

slightly upward and inboard flow direction, and no
discontinuities. The vicinities of the internal shock, the

shear layer, and the external shock show small variations
in Pt2 and significant downward and outboard flow

direction. At increasingly negative values of z, the impact

pressure increases and the flow direction becomes slightly

upward, with a near-zero value of 13.The uppermost point

in the profile shows a much larger value of impact

pressure than the remainder of the profile--a value that

indicates that the probe is within the shock system

originating at the model forebody.

Figures 32(d) and 32(e) present data from two

spanwise five-hole-probe surveys at x = 19.84 cm for two
vertical locations, z = 1.77 cm and 5.58 cm. Two runs

with the five-hole probe and a total-temperature survey

are included for the 10wer location (fig. 32(e)). The repeat
runs at z = 5.58 cm show the same general characteristics

as the earlier repeat runs, in that impact-pressure data

show less run-to-run variation than do flow-angle data.

Comparison of these figures with the previous spanwise

profiles shows the streamwise evolution of the jet-plume

expansion, shock waves, and forebody flow field. The

data in figure 31(b) at x = 14.78 cm and similar data at

19.48 cm show a central region of the jet with constant

properties and the influence of the cowl side-edge

expansion, resulting in decreasing Pt2 and increasing
outboard flow direction with increasing y. The internal

shock, the shear layer, and the external shock are most

evident in the Pt2 and c_distributions. The pitch-plane

flow inclination angle is small outboard of the external
shock at both z locations and within the jet at z = 1.77 cm.

However, the flow within the jet at z = 5.58 cm shows a

significant downward velocity component resulting from

increased proximity to the ramp. The total-temperature
distribution at z = 5.58 cm shows the usual two constant

levels with a monotonic variation between. The shear

layer indicated by the total-temperature distribution also
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coincideswiththelocalminimumintheimpact-pressure
distribution,asobservedpreviously.

Detailedsurveysatx=40.08cm- Data are

presented in figure 33(a) that correspond to x = 40.08 cm

and y = 0. The impact pressure and total-temperature data

are included in figure 29; their primary features were

discussed previously. Results from four five-hole probe

surveys are included. The linear variation in Pt2 and
within the jet is a prominent feature. Discontinuities in

Pt2, _, and [3 at the shock waves, and variations associated

with the shear layer are clearly evident. The significant

outboard bias in the 13profile is surprising, but is

repeatable. The small values of [3 observed at y = 0 at
the stations located farther upstream do not indicate a
trend that would lead to the outboard flow shown in

figure 33(a). The non-monotonic behavior and apparent

z-position shift in the total-temperature profiles shown in

figure 33(a) were discussed in connection with figure 29.
In addition, figure 33(a) shows a small difference in

tunnel total temperature between the two runs presented.

Results of a five-hole-probe survey at the same

streamwise station, but at y = 6.35 cm, are presented in

figure 33(b). The location of the total-temperature profile
- obtained during this run is y = 9.55 cm. The impact-

pressure distribution shows lower values and less linear

variation than the distribution obtained at y = 0. For z < 0,

the differences between the y = 0 profiles and these
outboard profiles are substantial. The latter show no clear

evidence of the internal shock in the Pt2, cr, or 13results.

The Pt2 distribution in the shear layer is qualitatively

different from that in the centerline profile, exhibiting a
broad local minimum where the centerline data show a

local maximum. There is also evidence of two external

shocks in the Pt2 distribution. The variations of _ and 13at

y = 6.35 cm are related to, but less abrupt than, variations
in the corresponding profiles obtained at y = 0.

Since the total-temperature probe is outboard of

the five-hole probe, the total-temperature profile of
figure 33(b) is only 0.13 cm inboard of the side of the

model. This total-temperature survey shows that the jet
flow does not cover the ramp at this streamwise station,

but flow from the jet is present above the ramp. Two

outer shear-layer edges are present in this profile, and the

minimum temperature measured in this profile is only

slightly greater than the jet total temperature, indicating

that this profile is approximately tangent to the inner edge
of the shear layer.

Figures 33(c) and 33(d) show results of spanwise
five-hole- and thermocouple-probe surveys at
x = 40.08 cm for two z locations, z = 6.85 cm and

! 1.67 cm, respectively. Values of o" are small at

z = 6.85 cm, but significant downward flow within

the jet is evident nearer the ramp at z = I 1.67 cm.

Discontinuities in c_and 13are more abrupt in the lower

profiles (z = 11.67 cm). The profiles of Pt2, [3, and T t at

these two vertical locations show qualitative similarities,
but corresponding features occur nearer the centerline in

the lower profiles. The strength of the external shock, as

indicated by the change in impact pressure, is approxi-
mately the same at the two vertical locations as it is in

the vertical (y = constant) traverses. In both spanwise

traverses, the center of the shear layer indicated by the

total-temperature distribution is near the point at which

the impact-pressure distribution begins to increase rapidly

with increasing spanwise distance. Both of these Spanwise
total-temperature profiles show monotonic behavior, with
no evidence of the additional structure observed in the

vertical profiles at y = 3.2 cm. The quantity plotted in

figure 33(c) is actually the probe support temperature.
The primary sensor wire had broken on a previous run,

and an undamaged probe was not available for this run.

Comparisons of the support temperature and the primary-
sensor junction temperature, to be presented later, show

that the normalized support-temperature distribution is

sufficiently close to the corrected center-junction tem-

perature to be a less accurate, but useful, indication of the

shear layer profile.

Probe and shadowgraph data comparisons-

Figure 34 is a comparison of locations of the jet-plume

internal and external shock waves determined by mea-

surements from a shadowgraph photograph (fig. 23(b))

with those from five-hole-probe data. Vertical distances

were measured from the forebody upper surface;
horizontal distances were measured from the cowl exit

station. Lengths measured from the photograph were

converted to physical lengths by multiplying them by the

ratio of the actual model height, 25.4 cm, to the height of
the model image. This procedure produced reasonable

agreement between the image of the ramp surface and its

known location, but significant differences are indicated

between the shock locations observed in the shadowgraph
and those from the probe data. Effects of errors related

to the shadowgraph were explored, such as differences

between shadowgraphs and errors in the apparent

locations of model surfaces caused by imprecise
shadowgraph alignment. The most likely error in shock

position indicated by the probe data is believed to be

probe support deflection caused by aerodynamic loading.
The loading on the probe holder and support in the

vicinity of the shocks would produce an upward

deflection. Corrections for this type of probe support

deflection would be negative increments in z, which

would increase the discrepancies between the two types
of data. No satisfactory explanation for the observed

discrepancies has been found.
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Sketches of the Jet/External-Flow Interaction

Figure 35 shows a vertical cross section of the model

and jet plume at the plane of symmetry, including a
sketch of the nozzle internal cont0ur. Wave lines, repre-

senting expansion waves, emanate from the 20-deg radius

beginning at the end of the internal nozzle (the combustor

exit station) as the jet expands onto the ramp. The first
three wave lines in the sketch intersect the inside of the

cowl, while downstream wave lines exit the cowl and

interact with the expansion field beginning at the cowl

trailing edge and the shear layer.

The white line that appears in shadowgraph

photographs (fig. 23) beginning at the cowl trailing edge

and extending almost parallel to the ramp is believed to

be the first expansion wave from the cowl trailing edge.

This conclusion is supported by the pitch-plane flow-

angle distributions obtained from the five-hole-probe

surveys. For example, see figure 31(a). The initial change

in slope of the pitch-plane angle distribution within the jet

flow in figure 31 (a) occurs at z = 2.4 cm, which is in good

agreement with the location of the white line at this

streamwise station from the shadowgraph photograph of

figure 23, and is also in good agreement with the location
of the intersection of a Mach wave corresponding to

Mach 2.2 extended from the cowl trailing edge.

In figure 35, it can be seen that the interaction of the

expansion waves from both the ramp leading-edge region

and the cowl trailing edge causes them to bend away from

the jet-flow primary direction. The interaction of the ramp
leading-edge expansion waves with the shear layer causes

the shear layer to bend toward the ramp. This effect

demonstrates the importance of the relationship of the

cowl trailing edge to the ramp leading edge and its effect

on the shape of the jet plume where it leaves the cowl

trailing edge.

The extent of the region where the flow over the

ramp is independent of the details of the interaction with
the external flow is determined by the distance required

for expansion waves from the cowl trailing edge to reach

the ramp. The white line conservatively represents the

boundary of the region of isolation, although the isolated

region also includes the region of expansion of the flow
from the cowl trailing edge before the expansion waves

reflect back to the ramp. Thus, much of the forward ramp

surface flow is independent of the flow characteristics at

the edge of the jet, as indicated by the static-pressure
distributions presented in figure 25.

The remainder of the sketch (fig. 35) depicts the

shadowgraph results: inner and outer shock waves, jet

shear layer, forebody boundary layer, and separation near

the cowl trailing edge. Flow streamlines are also shown,

which depict the inner flow turning down the ramp and

the outer flow turning outward and then turning back

slightly through the internal shock wave.
Figure 36 is a sketch of a horizontal cross-sectional

view through the jet. The lateral flow to the side must be

similar to the centerline vertical flow (fig. 35) except that

there are no expansion waves from the ramp leading edge

in the horizontal plane. The flow is streamwise from the

cowl until it encounters the lateral expansion waves from

the cowl vertical trailing edge and turns outward. The

boundary for the outward expansion must be similar to

the white boundary line in the vertical plane. This

boundary must curve laterally within the jet plume and

end at the ramp. At this boundary, the flow begins to turn

outward from the center of the jet plume. In the oil-flow-

angle sketch in figure 18(b), the contour where the flow

begins to turn outward (the zero-angle line) must be this
boundary, the outward flow being associated with the

expansion region from the cowl trailing edge. Within this

boundary is a conical-shaped region where the flow is

expanding two-dimensionally as a result of the 20-deg

turning angle for the ramp.

The sketch in figure 37 shows a transverse cross

section near the cowl where 2-D ramp flow exists over

part of the ramp span, outboard of which the flow turns

outward. A boundary area can be seen separating the

two previously discussed regions of expanding flow:

the inner region of 2-D expanding flow from the ramp
leading edge and the outer region of 3-D expanding flow

from the cowl trailing edge. Downstream of the conical

line for zero flow angle (fig. 18(b)), the flow expands

three-dimensionally outward from the center of the jet
plume. The jet does not expand smoothly to the side edge

of the ramp, but separates (S) because of the influences of

the model side edge and the internal shock within the jet.

The shear layer extends above and outboard of the cowl

location, but it is likely that the shear layer merges with
the corner flow. The inner shock wave lies inside the

shear layer and probably induces the jet-flow separation

on the ramp. According to the transverse components of

the oil streaks outside of the separation line, vortices must
exist on each side edge of the model, emanating from the

separation lines (S) on the model side and ramp surfaces

(as depicted in fig. 36), to accommodate the corner flow.

The outer shock wave surrounds the jet plume, which

expands upward and outward from the cowl trailing edge,
and ends at the model side where the oil-flow-separation

line appears.
Shock-wave and shear-layer locations obtained

from the probe data are shown in cross-section views in

figure 38 for the three downstream survey locations. Few
surveys were obtained at x = 14.78 cm, and the data are

insufficient to allow sketching the intermediate locations
of features with reasonable confidence. More data were

obtained at x = 19.84 and 40.08 cm, however, and
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shock-waveandshear-layerlocationshavebeensketched
toaidininterpretationofthedata.Estimatesoframp
boundary-layerthicknessesobtainedfromtherakedata
arealsoincludedatthesedownstreamstations.Theshear
layer,asindicatedbythetemperature-probedata,nearly
fillstheregionbetweentheinternalandexternalplume
shocksatthetwoupstreamstations,butthesefeatures
becomemorewidelyseparatedatx=40.08cm.The
shapeoftheinternalshockwavechangessignificantly
betweenthetwodownstreamstations,andtheshearlayer
isclearlyseentoapproachtherampinboardoftheramp
sideedgeinfigure38(c).

Shear-LayerProfiles

Figure 39 includes plots of sensor and support

temperature distributions through the shear layers, plotted

as the normalized temperature difference,

Tto_ - Ttj

These plots are scaled to show the shear-layer shapes

more clearly than those presented previously, and they

also show the degree to which the normalized support

temperature distribution approximates the normalized

sensor temperature distribution.

Shear-layer thickness data obtained from the plots of

normalized temperature distribution are shown in figure

40. The shear-layer inner and outer edges are defined
as follows:

Tt - Ttj = 0.05, 0.95

Tt_ - Ttj

At the two upstream stations, the shear layers are seen

to be significantly thicker at the sides than near the
centerline, but this trend is reversed at the downstream

station. The flow at x = 40.08 cm is highly 3-D, and the

shear-layer thickness results can perhaps best be

interpreted by reference to the cross-section view,
figure 38(c).

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Data were obtained from an experiment conducted

with a generic nozzle/afterbody model in the Ames

3.5-Foot Hypersonic Wind Tunnel to experimentally

characterize the flow field created by the interaction of a

SERN flow with a hypersonic external stream. The model

design and test planning were performed in close

cooperation with members of the Ames NASP CFD team.

This paper has presented experimental results consisting

of oil-flow and shadowgraph flow-visualization

photographs, afterbody surface-pressure distributions,

boundary-layer rake measurements, and five-hole- and

thermocouple-probe surveys.

The design, construction, and operation of the

nozzle/afterbody model was successful. The internal

nozzle gave the desired flow to the cowl and afterbody

sections. Surface oil-flow patterns show where the jet-

plume flow is attached to the afterbody surface at jet

pressure ratios (ratio of jet total pressure to free-stream
static pressure) of 150 or more. The oil streaks show the

region of large outward turning of the underexpanded jet
just behind the cowl, giving a highly 3-D boundary layer.

The oil flow also shows the pattern of lines where the jet

flow separates from the ramp, apparently as a result of

interaction of the jet-plume internal shock wave with the

ramp boundary layer. The flow is entirely attached to the

ramp at the cowl exit station, and the separation lines

approach the model centerline near the afterbody trailing

edge. Between the jet-separation lines and the afterbody

side edge is a vortex flow field that accommodates the

corner flow to the main flow field. The jet plume is

clearly illuminated in shadowgraph photographs, which

show the flow-field characteristics of the jet plume and

the forebody. Features associated with the flow ahead of
the jet plume are (1) shock waves that emanate from the

model leading edge and from the boundary layer trips;

(2) a turbulent boundary layer on the forebody, starting

ahead of the forebody midsection; and (3) boundary layer

separation slightly forward of the cowl trailing edge,
caused by the effective compression corner produced by

the curvature of the cowl and the large expansion angle

of the jet. Features associated with the jet plume include
(1) the shock wave in the external flow that results from

the expansion of the jet flow; (2) the shear layer between
the jet and the external flow; (3) the shock wave within

the plume; and (4) the boundary within the plume

between two expansion regions: (a) the two-dimensional,

20-deg expansion at the ramp leading edge and (b) the

outward expansion of the flow from the cowl trailing
edge. Boundary-layer rake data indicate that the turbulent

portion of the forebody boundary layer is of the low-

Reynolds-number type. Ramp rake data indicate that

boundary layer transition may have occurred near the
combustor exit station at the baseline test conditions. This

conclusion is tentative, however, and future experiments,

such as boundary layer surveys at the cowl exit station,

would aid in determining the location of transition for the
internal nozzle and ramp flow field.

The static-pressure distribution normalized by the jet

total pressure is independent of the overall pressure ratio
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foramajor portion of the ramp surface. Five-hole- and

thermocouple-probe surveys were conducted at four

streamwise stations. The impact-pressure distributions are

complex as a result of multiple shock waves and the large

differences in both reservoir pressure and temperature

between the jet and the external flow. A comparison of

the impact-pressure and total-temperature data shows that

aspects of the shear layer that originate with the forebody

boundary layer and the interaction with the jet and the

external flow are independently identifiable for a
considerable distance downstream of the cowl exit

location. Cross-section views of shock-wave and shear-

layer locations constructed from the probe data show

that the flow is highly 3-D throughout the region of

investigation. Shear-layer thicknesses obtained from

thermocouple-probe surveys show significant differences

between vertical and spanwise traverses.

TABULATED DATA

Tabulated data and detailed model geometry from

this experiment can be obtained by contacting the
Reacting Flow Environments Branch, NASA Ames
Research Center.
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APPENDIX A_SIMULATION

The present experiment is part of a series of

experiments that are intended to provide information on

SERN flow fields for the NASP application. The test-

section environment available in the 3.5-Foot Hypersonic

Wind Tunnel limited the present experiment to the study

of flows of perfect gases with nearly constant properties.

The requirements for dynamic and thermal similarity

between a flight condition and a wind-tunnel test of a

powered model are obtained by nondimensionalization of

the Navier-Stokes equations and boundary conditions. If

consideration is restricted to flows of perfect gases, and if

molecular diffusion at the shear layers between the jet and

the external flow is neglected, this procedure leads to the

following simulation requirements:

(1) geometric similarity

(2) duplication of Moo, Reoo, yoo,Tw/"Fo,,(x/-L,y/L,z/L )

(3) duplication of _'j, pj/p_o, and (Tj Moo)/(TodV/j)
Values of the test-section Mach number and

Reynolds number that can be achieved in the 3.5-foot

wind tunnel are representative of points on a NASP-type

trajectory. In addition, simulation of the Reynolds number

and the wall temperature distribution is not critical for
flows in which viscous-inviscid interaction, wall

boundary-layer transition, and separation do not play an

important role. It is difficult to satisfy the requirements

pertaining to the jet flow in a hypersonic wind-tunnel

test of a NASP-type vehicle, since the jet gas must have

a high temperature (or a low molecular weight) and a

specific-heat ratio of somewhat less than ! .4. For

example, if testing is conducted at Moo = 7.3 and

Tt_ , = 830 K, which is approximately the minimum

value that will prevent condensation in the test section,

then for Mj = 29, Ttj =1900 K is needed to satisfy the
above requirements. Testing with jet gases in this

temperature range would have greatly increased the cost

and complexity of the test, and would have precluded

obtaining data of the desired detail and accuracy. The

parameter (TjMoo)/(TooMj) can be simulated at a low
jet-stagnation temperature with gas mixtures such as

helium-argon, but at the price of a large mismatch in ?j.
Results of previous studies--for example, Cubbage

et al. (ref. 16)--have indicated that important features of

SERN flows can be duplicated without simulating the

dynamics of the shear layer between the jet and the

external flow. If the requirement for simulating the

velocity and density ratios across the shear layer are

omitted, then parameters related to jet flow simulation

reduce to the jet specific-heat ratio and jet pressure ratio

pj/poo. Computations performed by Oman et al. (ref. 17)
for a scramjet operating at Moo = 8 indicate that the _'of

the combustion products would vary significantly during

the expansion process, and that both the average value of

7 and its variation would have a large effect on a SERN

pressure distribution. It was concluded that the use of a

simulant gas mixture, such as argon and Freon, could

closely approximate the variation of _' in the jet

plume (see Pittman, ref. 18). Moderate heating of the

argon-Freon mixture used in the study of reference 18

was needed to avoid condensation in the plume. It may
not be possible to use gaseous mixtures containing Freon

compounds in future tests because of the apparent
environmental hazard associated with release of these

compounds into the atmosphere. The use of this technique

with large wind tunnel models and at higher free-stream

Mach numbers presents formidable practical problems,

because of the need for safe gas mixtures and elevated

temperatures.

The current test plan included significant departures

from the previously discussed simulation requirements.

First, the geometry is highly simplified, and second, the

jet gas is cold air. As a result, the jet temperature and

velocity are low, and the density high, relative to flight

simulation requirements. The jet specific-heat ratio is 1.4,

higher than the value expected for a flight vehicle. These
departures are justified by the argument that the primary

test objective was to obtain data for CFD code validation.
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APPENDIXBmDESIGN OF INTERNAL NOZZLES

The initial design of the inviscid nozzle contours was

performed by a method developed by Foelsch (ref. 21).

The nozzle flow up to the inflection point on the nozzle

wall is approximated as a source flow; downstream of the

source-flow region, the flow is a simple-wave flow, and
the calculation is exact. A cubic curve is used to connect

the nozzle throat to the inflection point. The slope of the

wall at the inflection point can be chosen arbitrarily, up to

a maximum value of one-half of the Prandtl-Meyer angle

corresponding to the chosen exit Mach number, a]e.

Because of the source-flow approximation in the

Foelsch method, the flow quality of the computed

contours was checked by performing computations with
the SAIC SCHNOZ code (ref. 22). For internal-flow

computations, the SCHNOZ code solves the Euler

equations in a spatially marching fashion. The SCHNOZ
calculations were started in the nozzles at a Mach number

of 1.01 and the corresponding area ratio of 1.000083. The

Mach 1.01 contour was assumed to be straight. A grid of
41 mesh points in the cross-stream direction was used; the

SCHNOZ code controls the streamwise mesh spacing,

which was relatively fine near the throat and became

coarser with increasing downstream distance. The total

number of streamwise stations ranged from 260 to 511.

A series of numerical experiments showed that the

uniformity of the flow at the nozzle exit increased with

decreasing values of the design parameter 0j/age, the

ratio of the nozzle slope at the inflection point to the

Prandtl-Meyer angle. The indicated values were

chosen based on a compromise between nozzle flow

uniformity and nozzle length (increasing the nozzle

length increases the boundary-layer growth, particularly
in the supersonic region).

Nozzles with nominal exit Mach numbers of 1.4,

1.75, 2.60, and 3.40 were designed. These Mach numbers

are representative of combustor-exit Mach numbers

corresponding to free-stream Mach numbers of 5.3, 7.3,

10.3, and 14, respectively--the Mach numbers available

(or projected) for operation of the 3.5-Foot Hypersonic
Wind Tunnel.

The nozzles were designed to a fixed overall length

of 16.180 cm and an exit height of 2.032 cm. Definitions

of the lengths of the expansion section, the contraction,
and the contraction extension, as well as the coordinate

systems Xn, Yn and Xp, yp, are given in figure 41.
Contraction extensions were used for the Mach 1.4

and 1.75 nozzles. Since the area ratios corresponding to

these Mach numbers are so low, nozzles designed for

these Mach numbers are sensitive to boundary-layer

displacement effects. The contraction extension was used

to accommodate the constraints imposed by the nozzle

block design and to minimize the length of the supersonic

portion of the nozzle. The value of approximately
2.64 cm for the height of the constant-area duct was

chosen to provide a minimum thickness of 0.64 cm of

nozzle-block material in the contraction region. The inlet

portion of the contraction extension was chosen to he a

circle-arc tangent to the plenum chamber and to the

straight section of the contraction extension.

Boundary-layer calculations were performed for

each of the nozzle contours, using the 2-D finite-

difference code of Cebeci et al. (ref. 20). Pressure distri-
butions were obtained from the SCHNOZ code in the

supersonic region, and I-D computations were used to

estimate the pressure distribution upstream of the throat.

The boundary layer computations were started at the

upstream corner of the nozzle block, and the boundary

layer was assumed to be turbulent. The reservoir

conditions used to compute the Reynolds number were

chosen to be representative of experimental conditions.

Displacement-thickness distributions were computed for
both the curved and straight (cowl side) nozzle walls,

summed, and subtracted from the curved surface in the

direction normal to the original surface. Since this

resulted in a contour with an exit height greater than the

target design value, the nozzles were then rescaled with
an increased contraction length, in order to maintain a

fixed overall length. Linear scaling was used for the

inviscid region, and the boundary layer growth was

assumed to be proportional to the 0.8 power of the axial

dimension. A complete recalculation was performed for

the Mach 2.6 and 3.4 nozzles. A check of the scaling

procedure with a repeated calculation indicated a

maximum error of 0.4 percent in displacement thickness.
An end-to-end check of the Mach 1.75 nozzle was

performed prior to its construction with the 2-D,

Reynolds-averaged, Navier-Stokes Code FANSI
(ref. 23). Results of this calculation showed that the

primary source of nonuniformity in the nozzle-exit plane

flow was introduced by the contraction. A velocity

gradient existed at the geometric throat such that the

boundary-layer edge velocity at the curved surface was

approximately 10 per cent greater than the corresponding

velocity along the straight surface. This nonuniformity

was reduced to 1 percent in the subsequent supersonic

nozzle expansion.
Tabulated nozzle data are included in the data files

associated with this study. These tabulations include

nozzle profile coordinates in the Xp, yp system (see
fig. 41); the values DCI and DSI, the displacement

thickness distributions computed for the curved and

straight surfaces, respectively; the sum of the thicknesses
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resolved in the direction normal to the surface, DT; and

the first and second differences of the corrected ordinates,
FP and FPP.

Figure 42 shows the final nozzle contours and the

computed displacement-thickness distributions for

Mj = 1.40, 1.74, 2.60, and 3.40.
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TableI. Baselinetestconditionsandvariations

Nominal values Variation among runs Variation during a run

7.33 _+0.025

0.177/m

6,895 kPa _-/-0.2% _-Z-0.1%

828 K +_5.8% _+t%
14 × 106/m

374 kPa +_3% +1%

272 K +_2% +_2%

310 :t3% +1%

1.74 _+0.005 !-0.005

Moo

(dMoo)/(dx)

Pt,_
Ttoo
Reoo

ptj
Ttj
Ptj/P _,

Table 2. Boundary-layer rake data summary

Ptj/P"_ 5* 0 Re 0 H Cf

w 0.367 0.0236 3,740 15.53 0.00127

0.335 0.0244 3,533 13.71 0.00130

312 0.178 0.0272 6,230 6.53 0.00 !93

!97 0.181 0.0278 3,853 6.49 0.00204
I 18 0.188 0.0282 2,278 6.66 0.00248

316 0.152 0.0233 5,18 ! 6.53 0.00202

307 0.164 0.0249 5,462 6.58 0.0020 t

312 0.343 0.0366 2,470 9.40 0.00221

197 0.436 0.0545 2,296 7.99 -

316 0.342 0.0378 1,954 9.06 0.00241

307 0.375 0.0400 1,575 9.38 0.00227

No. l--forebody rake
x =-36.5

y = -3.96

No. 2--forward ramp rake
x = 19.84

y =-6.086

No. 3--aft ramp rake
x = 49.58

y =-2.86

Baseline test conditions

Nominal Ptoo = 6,895 kPa

Nominal Tto,, = 828 K
Dimensions in cm

/,

Table 3. Preston-tube skin-friction data at baseline test conditions, x = 19.84 cm

Ptj/P oo d y dux/Vw C f

3 ! 6 0.157 -1.745 180 0.00130

0.239 -2.380 272 0.00147

0.318 -3.015 363 0.00146

307 0.157 - 1.745 179 0.00 !33

0.239 -2.380 272 0.00144

0.318 -3.015 362 0.00137

Dimensions in cm
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Forebody designed to meet
aerodynamic, engine Inlet, and
vehicle volumetric requirements

C

propulsion to determine _ _

vehicle performance y
/

/ Nozzle afterbody designed
/ for thrust, stability, and

low trim drag

Scramjets sized to meet
mission requirements

Figure 1. Elements of engine-airframe integration design criteria for hypersonic flight.

Full configuration

Air _ __

/'_ I I / Uniform j_ J

./7"_11' I Plenum J[ flow /_ /

Forebody [_kk _ Nozzle/aft.erbody /
Throa --_ representation

/ //////////IThr, t --I_ I_'_ _ represen_auon

Cowl

Figure 2. Development of nozzle/afterbody (SERN) model approach.
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Plenum I

I

132.2

_ 16.828Ramp

All dimensions are in cm
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T,I
Boundary layer trips:
Spacing = 1.90 | Nozzle

@ x= 10.2 Plenum

Invar

20 °

Screen

Perforated plate

Strut Air supply pipe

Figure 3. Schematic of hypersonic SERN model (a) Basic model and boundary-layer trip detail.
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Legend

NASAP model body

Nose,model body

Ramp

Body side plate, aft, left

Forward side plate, left

Body side plate, aft, right

Forward side plate, right
Cowl

Nozzle and cover assembly

Choke assembly

Boundary layer trip

Flat head socket screw

Socket head screw

Socket head screw, stdo

Low head socket cap screw

Socket head screw

Socket head screw

Socket head screw

Low head socket cap screw

Socket head screw

Socket head screw

Low head socket cap screw

/ i /

/ /
i

i' i

i I'

i' 1'

I

Strut assembly

/

/

/

Figure 3. Continued. (b) Exploded view.
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Figure 3. Continued. (c) Intemal nozzle geometry.
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I 1

Upper-surface
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Figure 3. Continued. (d) Atemate configuration, rear views.
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Plenum/nozzle cover
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{_ / / // _ _ .2/a,r

combustor
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Figure 3. Concluded. (e) Hydrogen/air combustor installation.
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Figure 4. Hypersonic SERN model (a) 3/4 rear view of model and strut.
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I I • Surface pressure orifices
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Figure 5. Plan view of model instrumentation locations.
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Probe heighta (cm)

Rake

2

2.540 2.540 2.540

.800 .800 1.25

.699 .660 1.08

.597 .546 .902

.500 .483 .742

.394 .381 .584

.279 .254 .406

.165 .160 .267

.058 .051 .102

2.54

0.013
Stainless steel shield

All dimensions are in cm

0.157 cm O.D.
(or smaller)

Stainless steel tube

0.478 -_

Detail of area "A" above

Figure 7. Dimensions of boundary layer rakes.
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4_ Weldment/_-

0.11

Front View

Dimensions are in cm

Figure 8. Jet-plume traversing-unit probes. (a) Five-hole-probe tip.

0.30 cm O.D. Tip

0.17 cm O.D. Tip

cm

0 1 2 3 4 5

i 1 ir 1 rnl
Figure 8. Continued. (b) Five-hole probes, top view.
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Figure 8. Continued. (c) Five-hole probes, end view.

'41-------_ am"

0.013 diam. C_

Sensor junction

Alumel

All dimensions are in cm

Alumel

Figure 8. Concluded. (d) Thermocouple probe.
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Figure 10. Schematic of jet-plume traversing unit.

Nozzle exit

chamber

Diffuser

Model

Jet-plume
Probes traversing unit

Air supply

Model support

Figure 11. Schematic of model and jet-plume traversing unit installed in the test section of the Ames 3.5-Foot Hypersonic
Wind Tunnel.
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Figure 12. Model-alone installation in the Ames 3.5-Foot Hypersonic Wind Tunnel (a) Side view.
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Figure 12. Concluded. (b) Front view.
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Figure 14. Concluded. (d) Model and air supply pipe.
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Figure 16. Samples of data obtained dufing a run in which three values of jet total pressure were set. (a) Jet total
pressure.
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Figure 16. Continued•(b) Forebody static pressures•
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Figure 16. Continued. (c) Ramp centerline static pressures.
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Figure 16. Continued. (d) Static pressures at combustor exit station and transition radius to ramp.
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Figure 16. Continued. (e) Forebody boundary-layer rake.
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Figure 16. Continued. (f) Forward ramp boundary-layer rake.
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Figure 16. Concluded. (g) Transducers open to model intemalpressure.
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Figure 17. Forebody static pressure distributions.
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Figure 19. Continued. (d) Closeup of cowl top.
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Figure 20. Continued. (b) Closeup of cowl top and exit.
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Figure 20. Continued. (c) Closeup of cowl top.
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Figure 20. Concluded. (d) Afterbody, side view.
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